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Abstract: Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is studied to 

be very powerful and secured asymmetric technique which 

uses small key sizes and efficiently uses power and 

bandwidth. Wired and wireless sensor networks are prone to 

attacks like node capture, physical tampering, 

eavesdropping, denial of service, etc. ECC curves being 

resistant to these kinds of attacks, are used for secured data 

transmission. ECC uses Koblitz’s curve mapping 

methodology for encoding and decoding of user’s 

information over public environment and thus is efficient for 

secured computations. Koblitz curves are also used for 

secured exchange and ownership of cryptocurrency which is 

very popular nowadays. The research paper aims to discuss 

and implement Koblitz mapping technique on a given ECC 

curve and it is also proved to be secured to encode and 

decode the textual information during data transfer. The 

method, if used with parallel multipliers, does faster 

computations than other curves and saves time and space. 

Index Terms: Encryption, Security, Data, Cryptography, 

Privacy, Encoding, Decoding etc.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ECC, elliptic curve is defined by the equation given 

below: 

y2 = x3 + a*x + b 

where, 4a3 + 27b2! = 0. 

 

Neil Koblitz and Victor Miller (1985), invented ECC 

curve. It is an asymmetric encryption technique which 

used public, private key pairs. This curve is based upon 

discrete logarithm problem that states that if we have two 

points P and Q on this curve such that Q=k*P, i.e Q is a 

product of scalar entity k and point P on this curve, then 

finding such value of k to satisfy this equation is very hard 

problem. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1: Client-Server communication 

 

In case of RSA or DES algorithms, a client (for 

example browser) sends its public key to the server and 

requests for some data. The server encrypts the data with 

the help of client’s public key and sends this encrypted 

data. And now the client receives this data and decrypts it. 

Fig. 1 above shows the scenario. 

 

Privacy preserving schemes such as RSA, Paillier, DES 

and block cipher etc., face sever drawbacks as the cloud 

needs to decrypt this data before performing any 

computation over it and again this raises issue over the 

user’s security. So, we need a scheme that allows us to do 

processing over this encrypted data without decrypting it 

over the service provider side. The algorithms which 

exhibit mixed homomorphic properties (they allow 

addition/ multiplication done any number of times) are 

best ones. ECC is one of such schemes which can be used 

for mixed homomorphic encryption property.  

 

In case of ECC technique, when client requests for 

some data by sending his public key over the cloud, then 

sender will encrypt his data using his secret key 

(generated via ECC method) and receiver will decrypt it 

using his secret key (made from public key via this 

technique). So, security gets increased. ECC technique 
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shows same performance of work done by some of the 

researchers but uses shorter key size as compared to RSA 

or DES etc. This algorithm is good for devices having 

costlier hardware such as IOT devices. This method 

increases the numbers of browsers in same time intervals 

as compared to other security algorithms.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Rajeev Kumar et. al. (2018), proposed an improvement 

in Elliptic curve cryptography technique by overcoming 

the weaknesses in the scheme provide by Chaudhary et. 

al. (2015), which was vulnerable to an attack named 

impersonate. They tried to add authentication and security 

by encryption in the message. The author tried to 

overcome different types of attacks such as replay, man in 

the middle etc. Man in the middle attack failed using ECC 

by selecting random global parameters of the curve with 

which intruder tries to solve ECDLP problem. A secured 

e-payment scheme was proposed. An intruder, tries to do 

analysis of encrypted message by exploiting some features 

of ciphertext and tries to recover the key by applying 

various approaches to identify the algorithm working 

behind that. The author also studied brute force attack 

based upon finding the public key to obtain private key, 

but ECC proved to be more secured. 

 

D. Sravana et. al. (2012), mentioned that ECC 

technique provides same level of security as RSA does 

and also with advantage of smaller key size. They tried to 

implement ECC technique over finite fields. ECC method 

provide a secret mechanism using Diffie Hellman key 

exchange method embedded in it for sharing the secret 

keys between two parties, and also authentic session key 

establishment protocols, Mohsen Machhout et.al., (2010). 

 

M. Amara et. al. (2011), presented the basic 

mathematics behind ECC curve and also gave the 

justification that ECC has better advantages over RSA 

encryption algorithm over security aspects. Diffie 

Hellman elliptic curve algorithm is discussed by the 

author. Description of various modifications of ECC 

algorithms present in the market is given by the authors. 

Theory concept about security and performance of ECC is 

presented in this paper. 

O. Reyad et. al. (2016), suggested about the scalar 

multiplication concept of ECC points. Addition and 

doubling operations of the curve generator point G is done 

with the help of scalar multiplication by multiplying G 

value with scalar factor k, a positive integer, given as: 

[k]*[G], where, G is defined by curve coordinates (x,y) 

and is known as generator point on the curve agreed upon 

by the users. This multiplication operation is defined as 

repetitive addition of G into itself.  This value of k defines 

the strength of our ECC algorithms as it is one way 

operation and also finding the value of k*G is itself a 

tedious task. This reverse operation of finding the value of 

k, and then k*G is known as the Elliptic Curve Discrete 

Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) and is considered the core 

hardness of ECC. This value is very hard to find and gives 

the strength to this algorithm as this is a one-way function. 

 

M. B. Yassein (2017), presented the comparative study 

of various symmetric and asymmetric data security 

algorithms.  The researchers studied the difference 

between techniques such as AES, DES, 3DES, Blowfish, 

RSA, Diffie-Hellman and ECC. It has been stated that 

ECC technique is much efficient and more secured 

compared to other asymmetric methods. On the other 

hand, the symmetric methods prone to various attacks and 

limited scalable. The observations have been given in the 

following Table1. 

 

Boni et. al. (2015), developed an improvement over 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange method and named it as 

multiplicative key exchange algorithm. It has been proved 

that this new method is faster than DHKE technique. It 

used simple and lesser mathematical computation behind 

key generation and also improved the speed of Diffie-

Hellman key generation method. 

 

Verma et. al. (2011), evaluated the performance of 

various encryption algorithms such as DES, 3DES, 

Blowfish and AES). They used different settings to 

evaluate encryption. The researcher implemented the code 

in C++ and .Net on a Pentium- 4, 2.1 GHz processor 

under Windows XP SP1. Processing time, key sizes, 

number of users i.e different load situations. It has been 

observed that Blowfish had stronger key size of 448 bits 

and has less processing time on various data sizes. 

 

Kumar et al (2016), compared different encryption 

algorithms and observed that Blowfish gives the best 

results in various block cipher modes with minimum weak 

points. AES showed weaker performance compared with 

other algorithms. In general, symmetric encryption 

algorithms are faster than asymmetric encryption 

algorithm but it had only one weak point that it is shared 

its key with other parties involved in the process. 

Asymmetric encryption has a strength point that it is used 

two different keys but it's required more processing time 

than those in symmetric encryption. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Elliptic curve cryptographic algorithm is based on the 

concept of elliptic curves. When user encrypts data with 

the help of ECC algorithm, the data is in secured form 

over the public cloud environment. Various users can 

share their encrypted data on the cloud, which can be later 

accessible in decrypted form to the other uses who request  
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Table1: Comparison of various Encryption Techniques 

 

 

access. A public key is shared amongst two users to encrypt or 

decrypt the secured data sent over the public domain. The 

algorithm for exchanging the keys is named as Diffie Hellman 

key exchange algorithm using the concept of Elliptic curve 

points. 

 

The Koblitz’s mapping technique is explained in this paper 

and implemented for alphabets. Koblitz curve uses fast and 

complex computation with one way. Secp256k1 is proved to be 

secured in bitcoin currency transfer and unlikely to be attacked 

or hacked by intruders. Encoding and decoding method is 

illustrated with the help of an example. The ECC basic concept 

is given as follows: 

 

A. ECC Security Technique: 

 

1. Let two users Alice wants to share an encrypted 

message to the user Bob via a public media such as 

cloud. 

2. For this process, both agree on some elliptic curve  

 

3. Eq(a,b), parameter choices. For the curve, domain 

parameters are: 

 

{p, a, b, G, n, h} 

 

 

p: it specifies a prime number which tell about the finite fields 

over the curve. 

a and b: these are curve coefficients that helps to generate the 

curve. 

G: is a generator point on the curve that generate a cyclic 

group reached by G. G is a global point on the elliptic curve 

whose order is large value n. 

n: is order of G 

h: is a cofactor and tell us about no of points on the curve. 

4. Now users chose their own private keys and generate 

their public key pairs using some mathematical 

equations. 

5. Both users now calculate their secret keys. 

6. Now the sender can encode the plaintext message ‘m’ 

onto the given curve from an elliptic group. And send 

this cipher text onto the public media. 

7. Receiver now decodes this point using his own 

calculated secret key using some mathematical 

computations given below and can decode the message 

‘m’. 

8. By this method data security is ensured and security 

level is reached using lesser computation power and 

shorter key lengths. 

B. Method to select Curve Parameters for Koblitz’s 

Technique: 

The order of the group in Koblitz curve has a large prime 

Encryption 

Method 

Factors/Parameters → 

Key length 
Speed (Encryption 

/Decryption) 
Scalability and Attack Type Techniques 

*Symmetric 

AES (By Joan and Vincent,1997) 
128,192, 

256 
Faster Not scalable and brute force attacked. 

DES (IBM,1975) 56 bits Slow Scalable and brute force attacked. 

3DES (IBM,1978) 168 bits Very slow Limited scalable and attack possible 

Blowfish (Bruce Schneier, 1993) 32- 448 Bits Fast Scalable and dictionary attack. 

*Asymmetric 

RSA (Rivest, Schamir and Andleman,1977) and 

based on integer factoring over prime numbers 
1024 bits 

CPU and memory 

intensive 

Not scalable and brute force, plaintext 

and Oracle attack. Less Secured. 

Diffie-Hellman, (Wittfield Diffie, Martin Hellman, 

1976) and based on discrete logarithm over finite 

fields  

2013,224 

Bits for q and 

2048 bits for 

p 

CPU intensive 
Scalable and DOS attacked. Less 

secured. 

Elgamal is based on discrete logarithm over finite 

fields 

Longer key 

size 
CPU intensive Secure and scalable. 

ECC (Given by Koblitz and Miller, 1985) based on 

discrete logarithm over finite fields 

112 - 512 

bits, shorter 

key size  

Good for CPU and 

memory usage. 

Scalable and timing or quantum 

computing attack. More secure 
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factor. They are non-super-singular (so reduced attacks due to 

finite fields), and mathematical computation of curve points can 

be done using doubling method. Bitcoin also used Elliptic curve 

cryptosystem and has implemented many ECDSA algorithm for 

secured transaction on the communication network.  

 

In Koblitz’s algorithm, the maximum possible value for ‘m’ is 

128, if an 8-bit number is encrypted. For the value of k=20, the 

minimum value of x is m*k+1 ie 128*20+1=2560+1 to represent 

a character. To get a point on the curve whose x-coordinate is 

greater than 2560, we need to select an elliptic curve with p 

value not less than 2560. So, depending on the value of k (>=20) 

we need to select the curve parameters. 

 

C. Koblitz’s Method to find the message point onto the 

given Curve: 

 

1. Encoding Plaintext message ‘m’: 

1. Consider an elliptic curve Ep(a,b) for some values of p, 

a and b parameters. 

2. Now generate number of points on this curve E. let n 

points are generated. 

3. For user’s data, we can consider alphabets-Capital and 

small both and also digits from 0 to 9 to encode on this 

curve Ep(a,b). 

4. As per the algorithm of Koblitz, value of an auxillary 

base parameter ‘k’ is to be chosen such that it should 

satisfy the following constraint: 

 

[(m+1)*k]<p 

 

Both parties should agree on this value of k. 

5. Message ‘m’ is represented as  

x=mk+j , where j=1 to k-1 

6. For j=0,1,---,k-1, find the value of equation x3 + ax + b 

and try to find the solution for ‘y’. 

7. If we find the value of y for this solution, then it is ok 

else try for another value of j and find y.In practice, you 

will find such a y before you reach upto the value x = 

mk + k - 1.  

8. Now consider the message as this paired value of (x,y) 

and consider it as a point on the given curve. 

 

2. Decoding the plaintext message ‘m’: 

1. Now find the value of m1=(x-1)/k and take the value of 

m to be the greatest integer such that it is <= m1. So the 

point (x,y) is decoded as the message m. 

Example: Say the parameters of curve are: 

y2 = x3 + 2x + 2 

 

In this case, prime number is 1213 and also ‘n’ is number of 

points generated on this curve through the given generator point. 

The word to be encoded is given as GOD. The following 

procedure shows us how to calculate the encoded value of G, O 

and D characters step by step using the above curve base 

parameters. 

1. Let us take character ‘G’ to be sent to other party. 

2. ‘G’ is first encoded as number 7. 

3. Let us take the value of auxillary parameter k=20 for 

this curve. 

4. Now computer the value of x=mk+1 i.e 7*20+1=141 

and try to solve it for a y such that y2= x3 + a*x+ b 

mod p . 

5. So now find next value as we didn’t find any value of y 

in previous step. Thus x=7*20+2 i.e x=142, and solve it 

for y if exists. We found the y value for this x as y=311. 

6. Now the point (142,311) is point is encrypted and 

decrypted as a message. 

7. To decode just compute (x-1)/k ie (142-1)/20=141/20 

i.e 7.05. 

8. Return number ‘7’ as original plaintext as it is the 

greatest integer less than (x-1)/k, that is 7. 

9. The computed digit 7 is now decoded to character ‘G’. 

10. Similarly, we can encode and decode the remaining 

character ‘O’ as (301,301) and ‘D’ as (81,465). 

11. The probability that we fail to find a square (and thus 

fail to associate m to a point [14]) is about 1/2k [10]. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS 

1) Output 1: Number of points and iterative value 

generations on the curve: 

Following figure 2 shows the output showing total numbers of 

points that can be generated on the given elliptic curve having 

curve like: 

y2 = x3 + 2x + 2 (modulo 17) 

 
 

Fig.2: Number of Generated Points 
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For the above curve itself, the following output shows that if 

we chose the Generator parameter G, as = (5,1), then 

multiplication of 17*G can be carried using repeated additive 

property of Elliptic curve, after some complex modulo 

mathematical computations. The inverse of the given generator 

point is calculated as (6,14) and is shown in figure 3 below. 

 

 
 

Fig.3: Inverse of Generator point G 

 

If for the same curve additive iterations for G is 18, then the 

inverse of given generator point (5,1) is given by (5,16). The 

figure 4 below shows various coordinate pairs as the finite fields 

that can be generated by using the input parameter and also 

shows the inverse using given generator point for the given 

curve modulo 17. 

 

 
 

Fig.4: Finite group and inverse of Generator point G 

 

2) Output 2: Koblitz’s Method to find the message point 

onto the given Curve and for encoding the Plaintext 

message ‘m’:  

 

Mapping for Alphabets is given as shown in the table 2 

below. The points on the specified Elliptic curve are shown 

below as in the mapping table. The following data shows the 

ASCII codes of capital alphabets. So, with the help of encoding 

done by above Koblitz method the ASCII code is distributed 

uniformly on the given curve. So, this shows a good uniform 

property distribution of points on the given curve E. 

 

3) Output 3: Encoding of alphabets on the curve Ep(a,b) is 

given below:- 

 

• Encoding of the word GOD: 

In the following figure, the word GOD is encoded. The 

alphabets are encoded as (x, y) coordinates pair on the given 

curve. For example: 

 

‘G’ alphabet is encoded as (142,311) 

‘O’ alphabet is encoded as (301,301) 

‘D’ alphabet is encoded as (81,465) 

 

The parameters chosen for this curve are a=b=2, p=1213 and 

n=1219, G= (37, 47). The figure 5 shows the encoding of given 

message using the curve parameters. Similarly, we can encode 

other words also using the ECC character mapping 

methodology. 

 

 
 

Fig.5: Encoding of Message 

 

4) Output 4: Decoding of alphabets on the curve Ep(a,b) 

is given below: 

 

• Decoding of the word GOD shown below: 

In the following figure, the word GOD is decoded. The 

alphabets are decoded as (x, y) coordinates pair on the given 

curve. For example: 

 

‘G’ alphabet is encoded as (142,311) is decoded now. 

‘O’ alphabet is encoded as (301,301) is decoded now. 

‘D’ alphabet is encoded as (81,465) is decoded now. 
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Table2: Mapping for Alphabets 

Mapped Coordinates (x,y) for Alphabets 

S A B Symbols with ASCII code and Encoded (x, y) 

coordinates value and  curve parameters given as y2 = x3 + 

2x + 2 (modulo 1213) G=(37,47),  Private Key=3 

E (21,381) (41,77) 

AC 65 66 

S C D E F G H 

E (61,525) (81,465) (101,376) (121,243) (142,311) (161,260) 

AC 67 68 69 70 71 72 

S I J K L M N 

E (181,31) (201,110) (225,528) (242,229) (261,174) (282,316) 

AC 73 74 75 76 77 78 

S O P Q R S T 

E (301,301) (322,229) (347,303) (361,20) (382,106) (401,249) 

AC 79 80 81 82 83 84 

S U V W X Y Z 

E (425,448) (441,576) (461,39) (481,553) (502,119) (522,534) 

AC 85 86 87 88 89 90 

S*- Symbol, E*- Encoded coordinates x and y, AC*- ASCII code value 

 

 

 
 

Fig.6: Decoding of Message 

 

Figure 6 above shows the decoding of user’s message on the 

given elliptic curve. Similarly, we can decode other words also 

using the ECC character mapping methodology. Here the 

encoding key used to encode the message ‘GOD’ is chosen and 

agreed upon as k=20. So, message has been encoded and  

 

 

decoded successfully on the given elliptic curve with finite 

field 1219. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper a mapping methodology is implemented and 

results are shown. This technique works on ASCII code of user’s 

data. The data sent by the encoder is encoded as a pair of (x,y) 

coordinate values and later decoded on the receiver side. This 

method basically shows the uniform distribution of data on the 

specific elliptic curve. It has been studied that the users achieve 

better security using ECC mapping technique called Koblitz 

method. To conclude that, the technique has been implemented 

successfully and also can work on differently sized curves. Data 

security is attained as user’s data is secured as encoded pair on 

given curve E. The paper also analyzed the work proposed by 

various researchers on concerns like security, performance, cost 

and various parameters. 

In future work, we would implement the encryption and 

decryption of these encoded and decoded points using Elliptic 

curve encryption-decryption algorithm. This paper took user’s 

alphabetical data into consideration and in future, work will be 

done on numeric data as well.  
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